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I. The soul of the Internet is up for grabs: The wide open free internet has become a haven for spam artists. But blocking  

the spam may result in a closed, proprietary secure and trusted Internet that stifles free expression and open content as much 
as it does spam and viruses. We need to find a happy medium – and that's what's up for grabs. Source: Christian Science 
Monitor, 2 December 2004 
 
 
Users’ response to spam is perpetuating the problem: Some six percent of eMail users say they have ordered a product 
or service offered in an unsolicited eMail, a number that is virtually unchanged from seven percent in June 2003 and five 
percent one year ago. It is certainly a number adequate to make spam profitable for some purveyors. Source: Pew Internet 
and American Life Project, 10 April 2005 
 
 
Proposed Solution to Spam: Put a cost on e-mail by charging virtual postage that is paid by the sender to the receiver. Any 
outbound e-mail carries with it an attached virtual voucher, valued at a nickel or so. The receiver's e-mail client rejects 
anything that does not carry the postage. For people who correspond regularly, the postage nets to zero since e-mails in 
either direction will eventually more or less balance. So regular two-way communication is effectively free. Spammers, on the 
other hand, have to pay for the privilege of having you receive their message. Only serious unsolicited mailers would pay the 
price. Junk spammers would just give up. A sophistication of the system would allow individuals to raise or lower the 
admission fee and to grant free access to any specific correspondents. Sou ce: Godfrey Parkin, 8 February 2005: 
http://parkinslot.blogspot.com 
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Example of a Privacy Policy (included at the bottom of every page of our site): usjournal.com, LLC respects and 
supports a user's right to privacy and to access the information contained in our website without registration or fee. All inquiry 
forms within our sites feature SSL secure server encryption for your protection. We do not rent, sell, or share your personal 
information with other people or companies, except to provide services you have requested. We strictly adhere to NAFSA: 
Association of International Educators' Code of Ethics. 
 
 
Reminder on our Exit / Thank You page (after students complete our initial form): We will send you relevant 
messages about U.S. admissions, according to your input. Please add the domain usjournal.com to your address book or 
contact list, to ensure that our timely messages are not filtered by spam blockers. If you have questions about spam filters, 
please call or e-mail your Internet service provider's technical support team, and ask how you can be sure to receive all 
messages from usjournal.com, including invitations to Educational Fairs in your region. Let us know if you would rather not 
receive these updates: cheryl@usjournal.com.  Alternatively, please access our RSS / XML feeds for use in news readers and 
Web logs (blogs). 
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II. Creativity makes a comeback: Lack of creativity is modern marketing's greatest failure. Source: Torment Your 
Customers (They’ll Love It), Stephen Brown, Harvard Business Review, October 2001 

  
 
 
III. Statistics (from trusted sources) don’t lie. For example, consider Turkey (#8 on the 2004 Open Doors’ list of top 

sending countries) and South Korea (#3 on that same list):  
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III. Statistics (from trusted sources) don’t lie. (continued) Online Language Populations. Source: Global Reach 
 

 
 
 
 
 
The 801.4 million people online still represents only about 
12 percent of the world’s population with regular Internet 
access.  
 
 
Those users tend to be more affluent than those without 
Internet access, so online marketing features a self-
embedded filtering mechanism.  
 
 
Students (and parents) are demanding more all the time.  
 
 
Sites aren’t pegged user-friendly or un-friendly  any more; 
now the term for a poorly-constructed or inaccessible site 
(for whatever reason) is user-hostile. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
IV. Welcome to the Era of Precision Marketing: We’ll see more sophisticated pay-per-click or pay-for-performance 

campaigns via providers such as Google and Yahoo! (Beware: Click fraud still accounts for about 30 percent of all pay-
per-click expenditures, though sites like ClickSentinel.com are challenging the trend). For example, you can literally enter 
specific key words or key phrases (in any major language), and request that your advertisements appear only to Internet 
users within a certain radius of specific points of latitude and longitude, anywhere in the world. Geomarketing software 
automatically detects the IP address of the visitor, and matches it against a database of corresponding locations. Alcohol 
maker Absolut uses this kind of software to automatically identify the country of origin of visitors to its home page. 
Absolut presents custom content for each country, including day or night images depending on the current time in that 
location. Source: Revenue Magazine, Spring 2005, pg 36 

 
 
V. Collaborative Efforts Abound: There’s good reason to believe we will recruit students on a more personal level, 

utilizing to a greater extent our alumni and friends. Admissions officers will become relationship managers. Technology 
will support communications and these relationships. Perhaps it is not too far-fetched to think that the Class of 2054 
might be shaped more by the individual outreached hand of a Bucknellian than a psychometric analysis of large numbers 
of prospects. Source: Kurt Thiede, Vice President for Enrollment Management and Communications, answering the 
question, “Will future models change the way we recruit students?” Bucknell World, April 2005, pg 14 
 
Like all paradigm shifts, the old will not simply go away; rather, it will be subsumed, enriched, and extended by the new. 
Source: Jonathan Byrnes, Harvard Business School’s Working Knowledge, 4 April 2005 
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